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Scenario: Life in the Future 

The world is changing more and more quickly, isn’t it? I’m about     
to talk about the world of work. Are jobs going to be more interesting 
in the future? Are work duties, hours, and workplaces about to change? 

Will working people have much more leisure time? Maybe not. 

In the future, even fewer jobs will require physical labor, right?     
Perhaps there will still be assembly lines, but there will be only robots 
doing the work. Work for people is going to require a lot of knowledge, 

thought, and creativity, I believe. People will be doing complete 
projects. They won’t be completing just little pieces or work     

or tiny steps in a process. Their jobs are going to provide     
more variety and more challenge, aren’t they? IAt least I think so.  

But the average number of work hours per person probably 
isn’t about to decrease, is it? In fact, it’s likely to increase. 
Of course there will still be employers and employees working 

only half days or only two or three days a week. There will still 
be workers with seasonal jobs earning money only part of the year. 
But other laborers may have to work two or three low-paying jobs, 

every day of the week, all year long, just to survive.     
Some will be earning higher salaries for less work. But for others, 

economic survival will be difficult, won’t it? I bet it will be. 

And where will workers be completing their assignments and projects— 
at home, on airplanes, in their cars, at the beach?     

These possibilities are about to become reality, aren’t they?  

2 
Life in                    

the Future  

The Future 
Time Frame 
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Competition for positions will   

be international. High-level skills  

will be essential. Advanced college 

degrees or training will be                 

the norm, I believe. How many 

different careers are people likely    

to have in a lifetime? With futuristic 

technologies and increasing life spans, 

they may have up to five or six 

careers. Everyone will be learning 

and working at many different jobs.   

So what are people going to   

be doing after work? How will

they be spending their free time?

Contrary to popular belief,

we aren’t going to have much more 

leisure, I’ll bet. Maybe machines will 

be taking care of some household tasks.          
Even so, technology may be making life 

more hectic in the future. Earning

a living or not, we’re all going to

be a lot busier and more hurried.   

2-A  For the line(s) in each sentence, circle the letter of
the correct word, words, or word parts from the 

Scenario: Work in the Future on pages 37 and 38. NOTE: X = “no 

1. The world _________ changing more and more quickly, ________ it?
a. does . . . does b. is . . . isn’t       c. aren’t . . . are       d. will . . . won’t

2. I____________________ talk about the world of work in the future.
a. going  to b. ‘m being c. ‘m go be d. X e. ‘m about to

3. _________ work duties, hours, and workplaces ____________?
a. Will . . . change b. X . . . changes c. Won’t . . . changing

4. In the future, even fewer jobs ___________________ physical labor, right?
a. going to require      b. are to requiring      c. will require     d. will be require

5. There __________ be only robots __________ the work on assembly lines.
a. are . . . do b. X . . . to do c. going to . . . does d. will . . . doing

6. People _____________________ complete projects.
a. are going    b. they’re to do    c. aren’t done    d. won’t does    e. will be doing

7. They ________________________ completing only steps in a process.
a. ’ll not b. won’t be c. ’re do d. aren’t being e. don’t

8. Their jobs _______________ provide more variety and challenge, ________ they?
a. will . . . are      b. ‘ll be . . . X     c. are going to . . . aren’t      d. ‘re to . . . won’t

9. Where ________ workers __________________ their assignments and projects?
a. are . . . complete     b. X . . . ‘re going to complete     c. will . . . be completing
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Scenario: Life in the Future 

2-B  For each sentence, arrange the words under the line
in the correct order. To check your answers, you can

look back at the Scenario: Work in the Future on pages 37 and 38. 

1. Will working people have a lot more leisure time?        Maybe not        .. 
 working people / a lot more leisure time? / have / Will          not. / Maybe 

2. ___________________________________________________________________.
assembly lines. / Perhaps / still be / will / there 

3. ___________________________________________________________________.
  going to / a lot of knowledge. / Work for people / is / require 

4. ___________________________________________________________________.
      probably isn’t / is it? / decrease / The number of work hours / about to / 

5. ___________________________________________________________________.
be / People / doing / will / complete projects.   

6. __________________________________________________________.
just tiny steps in a process. / won’t / They / completing / be

7. __________________________________________________________.
workers / only part of the year. / There / be / earning money / will

8. ___________________________________________________________.
     For some people, / difficult / be / won’t it? / economic survival / will 

2-C  On the lines, write   true   or   false  .
*Fix the wrong sentences. Write the correct words.

1. A speaker is talking about the future of work. _      true     . 

2. He thinks jobs will become more interesting in the future. _______

3. Most future work is about to become physical labor only. ________

4. Everyone will be working fewer and fewer hours. ________

5. There will still be full-time, part-time, seasonal, and low-paying work. _______

6. Workers won’t have to worry about economic survival anymore. _______

7. There isn’t going to be much competition for high-level positions. ______

8. Typically, people will be changing careers and jobs many times. _______
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a: What are you doing tonight? 
b: _    I’m going to a lecture at the College of the Future . 
a: Oh, really? What’s it about? What’s its title? 
b: _____________________________________________________. 
a: Who’s speaking? When does it start? 
b: __________________________.  Where____________________? 
a: I’m going to the movies.  
b: Is that right? __________________________________________? 
a: They’re showing Creature from Another Galaxy. 
b: _____________________________________________________? 
a: At the Saturn Theater—on the Avenue of the Planets.  
b: _____________________________________________________? 
a: Stella Bright and Young Moon. 
b: _____________________________________________________? 
a: It begins at 10:00, but I’m going at 7:30. 
b: _____________________________________________________? 
a: Because there’s another feature, My Friend, the Robot, at 8:00. 

That’s why I’m going so early.  

LECTURES 

“The World of Work

in the  Future” 

Vocational Building Auditorium 

College of the Future   

2001 East Voced Drive 

Tonight at 7:30 p.m. 

Speaker:  

Professor Jean Arbiter 

FUTURISTIC MOVIES 

“Creature from Another 
Galaxy”  

Stars Stella Bright & Young Moon 

6:00      10:00 

My Friend, the Robot 
Amazing Animated Feature Film 

8:00 

Open today  
at the Saturn Theater 

20000 Avenue of the Planets 

I’m going to   
a lecture at 
the College of 
the Future. . . . 

What are 

you doing 

tonight? 

a: b: 

2-D  PRESENT FORMS, FUTURE MEANINGS. 
Use these announcements            

of future events. With present (simple                       
and continuous) forms, write the missing   
questions and answers in the conversation.   

GRAMMAR NOTES: Present Forms with Future Meanings 
Simple present verb forms can express future scheduled events. They’re common with verbs

and verb phrases like these: begin, start, end, be over, open, close, arrive, leave. The present continuous     
can express activities planned for the near future. Time adverbs like When? right away, tonight, 
tomorrow morning, the day after tomorrow, this Friday, next week, etc. are common in this use.  

QUESTION 
WORDS 

“HELPING 
VERBS” or BE SUBJECT   VERB TIME 

When 
Where 

Are 
Isn’t 

does 
‘s 

you 
*(there) a futuristic movie 

the film 
the lecture 

A flight to the moon 

going 
playing 
begin? 
taking 
leaves 

to a lecture 
at the theater 

place? 

tonight? 
at 10:00? 

in a week. 
*The filler THERE can come before the subject of the sentence.  

EXAMPLES: There’s another feature scheduled for 8:00, isn’t there?  There aren’t any new movies opening this week.  
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Scenario: Life in the Future 

*2-D Here are more unreal (fake) announcements about future
events. With present (simple and continuous) verb forms,  
make up a conversation about future schedules and plans. 
Have your conversation for the class.  EXAMPLES:  

T o n i g h t ’ s  P r i m e  T i m e  T V  S c h e d u l e  

C h a n ne l  8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 

Adventure/Mystery The Alien Star Drek Mutant XXX Spacebusters Fantastic Tales from Outer Space 

All News All the Time Local News National News Internat ional  News  In terplanetary  News 

The Reality Network The Last Survivor Show on Earth Average Alien Close Encounters Phantasm V Anxiety Factor 

The Family Channel Unexplained Mysteries of the Universe Heaven Only  Knows Future Family Future World 

G a me  S ho w s Spinning Galaxies Pyramid to the Stars Who Wants to Be a Trillionaire? Wheel of Future Joy of Jeopardy 

S c i/ F i  Mo v ie s Wars of the Worlds: Solar System III  Robinson Crusoe on Mars 

The Educational Channel Scientific Discoveries of the Century Modern Dance Cosmic Music Travel to Other Planets 

A  L a ug h  a  M i n u t e The Jetisons Comedy Planet Angel Antics Mad TV My Life as a Teenage Robot 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

3rd Milennium Travel  
Planned Departures & Returns 

Weekly Moon Shuttle 
Leaves Earth Every Saturday @ Noon  
Return Flights on Fridays @ Midnight 

Only $180,000 Round Trip 
 See the Landscape  Hike the Craters   

 Enjoy Spectacular Earth Views 
 Eat Authentic Local Cuisine (Moon Pies)  

First Flight to Mars 
Departures this coming June & August 
 Luxurious Ultramodern SpaceShip   
 Home Stays on the Red Planet  
 Out-of-This-World Accommodations   

No Return Flights 

Trips are filling up quickly, so contact us 
at ZOOM-ZOOM-ZOOM.com or visit us 
at our launch pad at Cape Kennedy, FL  

SpaceLinc’s   
Superior Technology Superstore 

announces its annual Super 
Special Sale 

Save! Save! Save! Save! 

50% off all Items 
Multimedia Electronic Notebook 

with Integrated Wireless 
Networking 

4800+ Processor PC with CD-RW 
Burner Drive & DVD 

54" EDTV Plasma Pixel Resolution 
Flat Panel Display 

20.8 Pure Component Home 
Theater System 

8.88GHz Digital Spread Cordless 
Phone 

10 CCD Mini DV Camcorder 
And Much More! 

Starts this Weekend @ 8 a.m. Runs 
the Whole Month.  

All at Plasma Plaza 
444 Fenomenal Ave. 

Tired of the Same Old Entertainment? Come to a Newest Age Concert at  
the Milky Way Opera & Music Center in Futureport 

January: The Jetstreams Jazz & Jamming 
February: Freedom Folks’ Freakish Fragments 
March: Modern Music’s Mutants & Mutations 

April: the Astrologists’ Authentic Artistry 
May: Modifications of the Moguls & Monkeys 

June: Journey to a Joyous Jubilee 
July: Preposterously Patriotic Parades & Parties  

And 6 more perfectly planned performances for every 
weekday evening and weekend of the coming year! 

So what’s going on tonight? Are you watching something interesting on TV?

Or are you going to a movie? What’s playing at the Jupiter Theater?   

When does the main feature start? When does it end? There are concerts . . . .       

I’m not turning on the Tv or going to a movie tonight. I’m driving to a huge sale          

at Spaceline’s. It begins at 6, but I’m going at 4 to be first in line to get in.   

After that? You know, “Robinson Crusoe on Mars” is on the Sci/Fi Channel at 10.     

Futuristic Movies Opening This Weekend 

“The Martian Invasion Chronicles”  
stars Sterling Spearhead & Venus di Milogram` 

2:30       6:30      10:30 

Lord of the Ringlets 
Best Fashion Film in Town!   5:00   9:00 

at the Jupiter Theater, Avenue of the Planets 
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***2-D With calendars of events or travel sections of local newspapers 
or other announcements, make plans for the future. Use only present 
(simple and continuous) verb forms. EXAMPLES:  

I’m getting tired of talk about the future, so I’m looking at Travel Agency ads. The 

Sunshine Company is offering cruise tours of tropical islands.    

There’s a special package for the Neptune Islands. It leaves next Tuesday at 10 a.m.     

*GRAMMAR NOTES: BE ABOUT TO + Verb
Before a base verb, the phrase AM/IS/ARE ABOUT TO expresses the immediate future. The time words

right now (immediately)  are understood but not used with this expression.  

QUESTION 
WORDS  

BE 
(NOT) SUBJECT BE 

(NOT) 
ABOUT 

TO VERB POSSIBLE 
RESPONSES 

What are 
Isn’t 

Is 

you 
your family 
the store 

We 
The news 

‘re 
is 

about to 
about to 
about to 
about to 
about to  

do? 
eat 

close? 
leave 
begin, 

dinner? 

the house. 
isn’t it? 

[Watch TV.] 
[Yes, we are.] 
No, it’s not. 

[I think it is.] 
MORE NOTES: *Some sentences with ABOUT TO can include the filler THERE.. EXAMPLE: There’s about to be an accident.  
*Tag questions include a form of BE.. EXAMPLE: The phone isn’t just about to ring, is it?  You’re about to leave, aren’t you? 

*Short answers to yes/no questions with ABOUT TO can include forms of BE.. EXAMPLES: No, we aren’t. Yes, there  is.  

*2-E  THE IMMEDIATE FUTURE. On each line, use the verb
after a number [in brackets] in a BE ABOUT TO phrase. 

Nice to hear from you, 
buddy, but we’re about .     
.   to leave    1 [leave] the 
house at the moment. 

We_________________
2 [hurry] off to a sci/fi 

movie.  Do you want to 
meet us there? Or ____ 

you __________ 3 [start]

on something else? 
What ________ you 

_____________  
_________ 4 [do]? 

I______ just ___________ 
_______ 5 [serve] a superb 
dinner. My guests ______ 
________________ 6 [arrive]   
any minute. So I guess 
I__________________ 7 [hang]

up the phone—and let
you go. But I forgot already. 
Where _____ you _________ 
_____________ 8 [run] off to? 
Oh, I remember—a sci/fi 
flick. What _______ you 
___________ 9 [see]? 

NOTE:  A double line indicates a negative form.   
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Scenario: Life in the Future 

The main feature .
*10 [not begin], ____ it?  we       
_                                11 [not sit] through 
a half hour of commercials?  
After a hard day, I______________ 
_____________12 [fall] asleep, so I’m  
hoping something very exciting 
______________________ 13 [happen].
Of course, I also hope there _____            
______________________ *14 [not be] 
an earthquake! 

We    re not about to stop   .*15

[not stop] for popcorn, __are___   
we?  Come on!                 . 

the main feature                   .                          
_______________16 [not start]? 

Pssst. 
Listen, 
I think 

I’m  
about 
to . . .

Shhh! Something awful 
____________________ 
17 [happen]! There_______ 
____________________ 
*18 [be] an alien attack!

I’m afraid I______________ 
_____________ 19 [get] sick! 
There  ’s about to be        .   
*20 [be] a final battle,   isn’t   .
there? This movie ______
_________________ *21 [end],
___________ it?

You’re 
home! 

So how 
was 

the sci/
fi flick?

Horrible!
Terrible! 
Awful! 
Disgusting! 
Sickening! 
Nauseating! 
The worst!

I_________ 
__________ 
22 [go] out for 
pizza. What 
______ you 

___________
___ *23 [do]?

I_____________
________ 24 [take] 
aspirin, ______ 
25 [go] to bed, and 
_________ 26 [try]

not to have a 
terrifying 
nightmare!
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GRAMMAR NOTES: Simple Future Statements,  
Questions, & Answers 

The most common verb form for future meaning is the phrase BE GOING TO before a base verb. 

QUESTION 
WORDS 

 BE 
(NOT) SUBJECT  

BE 
(NOT)  GOING TO  MAIN 

VERB 
REST OF SENTENCE  

[EXAMPLE OF A POSSIBLE RESPONSE] 

When 
Where 

Why 

Are 
Is 

Am 
is 

are 
aren’t 

jobs 
work 

I 
a robot 
workers 

they 

going to 
going to 
going to 
going to 
going to 
going to 

be 
change 

get 
take 
do 

have 

more interesting?            [Maybe so.] 
for the better or the worse?    [Both] 
a well-paying job?       [Probably not.] 
over my housework? [Not very soon.] 
their best work?      [Maybe at home?] 
much more leisure time? [Because . .] 

 Who 
What 

People 
They 

Employees 

‘s 
is 

are 
aren’t 

are 

going to 
going to 
going to 
going to 
going to 

make 
happen 
change 

stay 
work 

the most money? [Company owners?]
in the world economy? [Who knows?]
careers many times, right? 
at the same job all their lives. 
long and hard, aren’t they? [Perhaps.]

MORE NOTES: *The filler THERE can come before the subject of the sentence. EXAMPLES: There aren’t going to 
be many manual labor jobs. Is there going to be a work revolution? 

*In simple future tag-questions, the tag contains a form of BE. EXAMPLES: TV isn’t going to become more 
important, is it? We’re going to have other entertainment, aren’t we?  

*Short answers to simple future YES/NO and tag-questions can contain a form of BE. EXAMPLES: Yes, they 
probably are. No, it certainly isn’t. Sure there is.  

**2-E With someone else, ask and answer these questions:
What are you about to do right now? Where are you about 
to go? What’s about to happen? 

2-F  THE SIMPLE FUTURE. In each pair of brackets, circle the
correct words for the verb phrase with future meaning.  

A scientist [ is going / goes ]1  [ giving / to give ] 2  a lecture about the future.       
Where [ is / do ] 3  his talk [ will / going to ] 4  [ taking / take ] 5  place? It [‘s / ‘ll ]6 
[ going to / go ] 7 [ be / to be ]8  at a college, [ be / isn’t ] 9 it? When [ is / does ]10

it [ going starting / start ]11 ? What [ ‘s / ‘re ]12  he probably [ going to / about ]13 say?           
Well, he [ ‘s / be ]14  [ speak / speaking ]15  in the Vocational Building, so his speech   
[ is / going to ]16 likely to focus on the world of work. It probably [ not / isn’t ]17 
[ going to / won’t ]18  [ be / being ]19  about space travel, [ is / isn’t ] 20 it?
Anyway, his lecture [ it’s / is ] 21  about to [ begin / beginning ] 22, so let’s listen in.  
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**2-F For simple future verb phrases, choose from these main verbs: 
be, become, decrease, do, go, have, need, provide, require, talk. 
On other lines, add forms of BE.
NOTES:  A doubled line indicates a negative form. *There may be more than one correct verb for 
some lines. **Simple future sentences with the filler THERE may include additional -ING verbs. 
EXAMPLE: There aren’t going to be many people doing physical work.  **Infinitives can follow some 
verbs. EXAMPLES: Some are going to have to take several jobs. They’re going to need to earn more.

So now I______________________ 35 about work requirements, O.K.?
As you know, there   are going to be   **36 even fewer jobs   requiring  **37 
physical labor in the future. There _______________________ 38 robots 
______________ **39 the work on assembly lines, so not many people .            
___ are going to have   **40 to do repetitive steps in a process. Generally, 
jobs ______________________________ 41 more variety and challenge, 
_ .42 they? I think they ______ 43 . The average number of work 
hours probably                                                             44, however. In fact, 
it______ probably ___________________ 45 up. What about competition 
for high-level positions? It_________________________ 46 international. 
High-level skills and advanced degrees ________________________ 47 
even more essential for success.    

*2-F On the lines, put simple future verb phrases (BE GOING TO
+ VERB). Use the main verbs after numbers [in brackets]. Put forms of BE
in tag questions and short answers.   

NOTE:  A double line indicates a negative form. 

Let’s see. . . I’m about to talk about the future of work, right? What do               
I think? The world of work   is going to change  23 [change] quickly,  isn’t  24

it? ______ jobs ___________ 25 [become] more interesting? I don’t think 
they ______ 26 . _________ working people _________________ 27 [have] 
more leisure time? Well, some people ___________________________  
28 [earn] enough money for living from part-time work.  But others _____ 
_____________________________ 29 [have] to take several full-time jobs, 
_________ 30  they? Most families ________________________ 31 [survive]

economically, but it *32 [not be] automatic or easy.
What ______________________ 33 [happen] to people’s standard of living? 
______ it ______________________ 34 [go] up or down?  
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GRAMMAR NOTES: WILL/WON’T Statements,    
Questions, & Answers with Future Meaning 

Another common verb form for future meaning is the modal verb WILL before a base verb.          
After subject pronouns, the contractions (short forms) are: I’LL, WE’LL, YOU’LL, HE’LL, SHE’LL, THEY’LL.

The contraction for WILL NOT is WON’T. *WILL or WON’T also appears in tag-questions and in short answers 

to YES/NO questions. EXAMPLES: won’t I? will you? will it? Of course he will. No, they won’t.   

QUESTION 
WORDS 

 WILL  
WON’T  SUBJECT  

WILL  
WON’T  

MAIN REST OF SENTENCE  
[EXAMPLE OF A POSSIBLE RESPONSE] 

When 
Where 

Why 

Will 
Won’t 
Will 
will 
will 

won’t 

jobs 
workplaces 

I 
robots 

workers 
we 

become 
change? 

earn 
do 

spend 
have 

more challenging?     [Maybe they will.] 
[It’s likely they will.] 

a higher salary?      [Let’s hope you will.] 
the difficult work?    [Not for a long time.] 
their time?      [In their cars, on line, . . . ] 
more free time?     [Because of technology?] 

Who 
What

Life spans 
They 
We 

will 
will 

won’t 
‘ll 
‘ll 

get 
happen 

decrease, 
increase 

live 

the best positions?  [People with advanced degrees.] 
to manufacturing?   [It will be even more automated.]

will they?         [No, they probably won’t.] 
won’t they?    [That’s a likely possibility.] 
more comfortably in the future, I hope.  

*The filler THERE can come before the subject of the sentence—with or without additional -ING verbs.
EXAMPLES: There won’t be many manual  jobs, will there? No, there probably won’t (be). Will there be people 
completing assignments in their cars or at the beach? There won’t be supervisors watching their employees.  

**The modal verb may  means “maybe . . . will.”  EXAMPLES: Something may happen. = 
Maybe something will happen.  I may not get a job. = Perhaps I won’t get a job.  

What [ will / ’ll ] 1  today’s lecturer [ to talk / talk ] 2  about? [ Is / Will ] 3  he
[ continue / continuing ] 4  his remarks about work in the future? Or [ is / will ] *5 
he likely to change the subject?  How [ is / will ] 6  he [ view / to viewing ] 7 the 
role of science? I don’t think he [ ’ll / won’t ]  8  [ say / be say ] 9  technology [ is / does ] *10 
[ will / about  to ] *11 disappear, [ is / will ] *12  he? He [ ’s / ’ll ] *13  not about to say that.
Most likely, he [ ‘s / ’ll ] 14  [ describe / to describe ] 15  advances in robotics. Businesses 
[ will / ‘re go ] 16  [ depend / depending ] 17 on machines even more in the future, [ aren’t / 
won’t ] 18  they? They sure [ not / won’t ]  19  [ become / becoming ] 20  less advanced.  

2-G  THE WILL/WON’T FUTURE. In each pair of brackets,
circle the correct words for the verb phrase with 

future meaning.   NOTE: *Not all of the verb phrases include WILL or WON’T.  
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*2-G On the lines, put future verb phrases (‘LL /WILL /WON’T + VERB).
Use the main verbs after numbers [in brackets]. Put forms of the modal WILL
in tag questions and short answers.   

NOTES:  A doubled line indicates a negative form.  
*In a compound verb phrase (with more than one main verb), don’t repeat the modal will or won’t.

There are many possibilities for work in the future, and there    will   .  
probably    be    20 *[be] many more,    won’t    21 there? Which of these 
predictions __________ 22 [turn] out to be myths? Which __________________ 
23 [come] true? In my lecture, I_____________________ 24 [try] to describe a few of 
these theories. Then you________________ 25 [talk] about them, 26 you? 

Here’s one possible scenario: There  many workers _________
*27 [not meet] together as company employees in one workplace anymore. Instead,
they______________ 28 [complete] all their work as independent teams. What _______  
these “teams”___________ 29 [be] called? Maybe free agents or small enterprises?    
They 30 [not function] without network links, of course.  

In other predictions, corporations _______________31 [become] like countries.          
_ large conglomerates                                    32 [not predominate]? It’s likely they 
________ 33. What _______________ 34 [happen] to smaller companies? Most likely, 
suppliers _________________________ 35 [operate] outside the international business 
world,                  36 they? Which workers _________________________ *37 [get or keep] 
positions at large, successful corporations? Those people with the most 
knowledge and abilities ____________ 38. Less talented people  39

__________ economic growth __________________ 40 [create] mass unemployment? 
Here are the main questions: _______ technology ____________ 41 [change] 
existing jobs to positions with higher skill requirements? Or ______ it _____ 42

[destroy] jobs or ______________ *43 [downgrade] them into less-skilled, lower-paying 
work? I guess we_____ soon ___________ *44 [find] out,                           45 we? 

NOTE: *Without much change in meaning, all these future verb phrases could contain a form of BE 
GOING TO instead of WILL/WON’T. EXAMPLES: Which predictions are going to turn out to be myths? 

Which are going to come true? I’m going to try to . . . .

**2-G Change the WILL/WON’T verb phrases in 2.G to phrases with BE 
GOING TO. Change the simple future verb phrases of 2.F to WILL/
WON’T phrases. ***Best of all, vary the verb phrases in 2.F         
and/or 2.G on pages 44-47. Does the speech sound natural?  
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GRAMMAR NOTES: Future Continuous Statements, 
Questions, & Answers 

In all time frames (the present, the future, and the past), there can be continuous verb phrases.
These include the –ING forms of verbs with action meanings. The most common future continuous pattern   

is WILL/WON’T BE VERBing. Subject pronouns can form contractions with WILL: 
I’LL, WE’LL, HE’LL, SHE’LL, THEY’LL. *WILL or WON’T also appears in tag-questions and in short answers.  

QUESTION 
WORDS 

 WILL  
WON’T SUBJECT  WILL  

WON’T  
 VERB + 

ING 
REST OF SENTENCE  

[EXAMPLE OF A POSSIBLE RESPONSE] 

What 
How 
Why 

will 
will 

won’t 
Will 

Won’t 

workers 
the workforce 

we 
employers 
technology 

doing 
growing? 
earning 

requiring 
changing 

in factories? [Overseeing machines.] 
       [Mostly in the service sector.] 

more money? [Because of the economy.]
more skills? [Maybe they will.] 
the nature of work?   [Not necessarily.] 

Who 
Employees 

Nobody 
Unemployment 

You 

will 
won’t 
will 
will 
‘ll 

making 
getting 
staying 

increasing, 
retiring 

decisions?    [Everyone—or no one.] 
better benefits, will they? [Probably not.] 
with the same company for a long time. 
won’t it?    [Maybe it will. = It may.] 
soon, won’t you?       [I hope I will.]  

*The filler THERE can come before the subject of a future continuous sentence. VERBing  follows it.   
EXAMPLES:  There will be scientists researching the future of work, won’t there? Yes, there probably will (be). 

There isn’t going to be anyone working in an office, is there? Sure there is.  

**A less common future continuous pattern is (NOT) BE GOING TO BE VERBing. As with the simple future,
a form of BE can combine with subject pronouns and NOT: I’m, we’re, she’s, isn’t, they’re, aren’t, etc.

AM, IS, ARE also appear in tag-questions and in short answers.   

EXAMPLES: What will we be doing? = What are we going to be doing?  We’ll be working, won’t we? 
[Yes, we will.] = We’re going to be working, aren’t we? [Yes, we are.] Who will be making  decisions? = 

Who’s going to be making decisions? I’ll be taking a break. = I’m going to be taking a break.  

BE 

be 
be 
be 
be 
be 

be 
be 
be 
be 

2-H  THE FUTURE CONTINUOUS. On the lines, put future
continuous verb phrases (‘LL /WILL/WON’T BE + 

VERBing). Use the main verbs after numbers [in brackets]. Put forms of WILL
in tag questions and short answers.  NOTE: A doubled line = a negative form.

What   will   we   be talking  1 [talk] about today?  I______________ 2 [start] with a description           
of current space technology. Then we___________________ 3 [explore] future possibilities. 
______ all of these events ________________ 4 [take] place in the 21st century?       
Maybe they ______ 5, and maybe they 6. But they___ all _____________ 7

[happen] sometime in this millennium,              8, they? I’m convinced they ______ 9.
So in the next hour, I___________ 10 [talk], and you________________ 11 [take] notes.   
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Scenario: Life in the Future 

*2-H Make future continuous (WILL/WON’T BE VERBing) sentences
with the words under the lines.  

NOTES:  A doubled line indicates a negative form.  
*Don’t use the continuous forms of verbs with non-action meanings.  

12. Within decades, outmoded 20th century technology will no longer be in use..
*Within decades, outmoded space technology / no longer be in use.

13. Astronauts won’t be taking off in narrow, crowded rocket ships anymore   .
Astronauts / not take / off in narrow, crowded rocket ships anymore.   

14. _________________________________________________________..
 Instead, aerospace technologists / develop / much larger vehicles. 

15. These planes won’t look like 20th century rockets,   will they  ?
*These planes / not like / 20th century rockets, / they?

16. . 
*not / they / require / separate booster rockets?      No, they

17. ________________________________________________________..
 They / carry hundreds of passengers into space at the same time. 

18. _____________________________________________________?.
            In the 21st century, where / these travelers / go? 

19. ____________________________________________________?.
  they / travel / to the moon?     they / take / trips to Mars? 

20. _____________________________________________________?
         Maybe they / take / daily flights to space stations. 
21. ________________________________________________________?.

They / not stay / at the stations for long, / they?    Maybe they
22. __________________________________________________________..

*Certainly there / scientists / work on them for long periods of time.
23. _________________________________________________________..

*there / also be / colonies of pioneers / make their lives there?
24. _________________________________________________________________..

  Earth’s population / increase / too fast for its resources?     Perhaps it 
25. __________________________________________________________..

    Maybe space stations / offer / a solution to Earth’s overcrowding. 
26. _______________________________________________________..

Maybe some humans / plan to move to the Moon or another planet.
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*GRAMMAR NOTES: Uses of Verb Tense Forms
in the Future Time Frame 

Uses of the  
simple future:

Examples of 
typical time 
expressions: 

Uses of the future 
continuous:

Examples of 
typical time 
expressions: 

To express future activity or 
events (predictions), use (NOT) 
BE GOING TO or WILL/
WON’T before a base verb. 
They’re the most common 
future forms. In this use, their 
meanings are similar.   

There’s not going to be a flight to 
the Moon next week, is there? = 

There isn’t going to be a flight to 
the moon next week, is there? 

Who’s going to travel in space? = 
Who will travel in space?

this afternoon, 
tonight around 8, 

tomorrow 
(morning, 

afternoon, evenng, 
night) 

the day after 
tomorrow, this 

weekend 
next week,                         

the weekend after 
next, next month, 
next year, the year 

after next 

in a little while,          
in a few days, in            

a year or two,                  
in several decades, 

in a couple of  
centuries 

ten days from now, 
a month from now, 
(many) years from 

now, a few decades 
from now 

soon, as soon as 
possible (ASAP),                  

a little) later;                                   
in the near future; 
some day; some 

time (in the distant 
future); **not for a 

long, long time 
**Who knows 

when? 

Use the future continuous for 
the activity of action verbs at a 
time in the future. **(NOT) BE 
GOING TO BE + VERBing is a 
less common form than WILL/
WON’T BE + VERBing.  

When do you think there will be 
tourists vacationing on the Moon? 

Will there be shuttles carrying 
passengers there by the year 2075? 
I’m going to be looking into it soon. 

What will you be doing then?  
You’re going to be exploring. . . 

at 3:00 this 
afternoon, tonight 

at midnight, 
tomorrow 

evening, at the 
beginning of this 

weekend  
next week at 

exactly this time, 
on the 20th of 
next month, in 
August of the 
year after next 

on December 31 
on this year; on 

June 1, 2018;      
by February of 

next year; before 
May 22, 2222 

Special Use of                
BE GOING TO  

Special Uses of 
WILL / WON’T  

Examples of 
typical time 
expressions: 

Use BE GOING TO for prior 
plans. In this use, its meaning
is similar to that of the present 
continuous form.  

When are you going to take                         
a vacation? = When are you taking 

a vacation?  I’m going to take a 
trip to Mars as soon as possible. = 

I’m taking a trip to Mars as soon 
as possible. Your family isn’t 
going to go, are they? = Your 

family isn’t going, are they?

Use the WILL/WON’T future 
form for willingness, promises, 
and requests (questions).  

Who will want to live on a space 
station? = Who will be willing to live 
on a space station. I will. Or maybe   

I won’t. I’ll look into it. Will you                     
do some research? Sure we will. 

Won’t you join us? You’ll be here 
this afternoon, won’t you? We’re 

not sure. We’ll call you in an hour 
or so. No, you won’t. I’ll call you.

today, tonight, 
this evening, 

tomorrow 
**in a wink,       

**in a second,    
in a few minutes, 
in a half hour or 

so, in a very     
short time, 
very soon  

**before you 
know it 

NOTE: ***Without a change in meaning, a future continuous verb phrase could contain a form 
of BE GOING TO instead of WILL/WON’T. These phrases are too long to be very common.  

EXAMPLES: Astronauts won’t be taking off in rockets. = Astronauts aren’t going to be taking off. . . 
Technologists will be designing space vehicles. = Technologists are going to be designing. . . .  

**2-H Change the WILL/WON’T future continuous verb phrases in 2-H 
to phrases with BE GOING TO. ***Best of all, vary the future 
continuous verb phrases in 2-H. Does the speech sound natural? 

 the past  the future  time line 

 = continuation of actions 

no
w
 

x =an activity or event  

no
w
 

the future   the past  time line 
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Scenario: Life in the Future 

*2-I  FUTURE-TIME PHRASES. On the lines, put verb phrases
with future meaning. Choose from the patterns BE 

GOING TO + VERB, WILL/WON’T + VERB, WILL /WON’T BE VERBing, 
or BE GOING TO BE VERBing. Use the main verbs [in brackets].

Put forms of BE or WILL in tag questions and short answers. 
NOTES:  A doubled line indicates a negative form.  On many lines, more than one kind of future 

verb phrase is correct. *In a compound (doubled or tripled) verb phrase, use the appropriate form 
of BE or WILL only once. **In a few sentences, a present verb form is possible, 

including BE ABOUT TO + VERB.  **In all sentences, choose the verb forms that sound best. 
Vary the forms. Does the speech sound natural? 

In today’s lecture, we’ll  be discussing     1 *[discuss] space technology.
Space exploration ________________ 2 [continue] to attract national and international 
attention on our Earth, ______ 3 it? Yes, I’m sure it ________ 4. Humans ________
always _______________ 5 [be] fascinated by the idea of other worlds and extra-
terrestrial beings, _________ 6 they? But right now, I ’m about to tell __    **7 [tell]

a few of the more practical uses of space technology. In the future, this kind of 
science ______________________ 8 [play] an even greater role in communications, 
traffic control, weather, international relations, and environmental research.
Interest in space                                                         9 [not decrease] for a long, long time.
It certainly *10 [not be] likely or about to disappear, _______ *11 [be] it?
You  12 [not disagree] with me about that, _______ 13 you? 

How ______ human beings ___________ 13 [benefit] even more from our global 
communication network? On the other hand, how __________ governments, big 
business, or political enemies ______________ 14 [take] advantage of technology or 
__________ *15 [use] it against the common people? When _______ we __________
_______ 16 [have] real answers to questions like these? Maybe we never ________ 17.
Decades from now, ________ computers ________________ 18 [become] a unifying or
a controlling force in the world? Or ______  they __________________ 19 [contribute]

to the decentralization of power? ______ computer technology ______________ 20

[increase] or _____________ *21 [strengthen] the use of censorship, or _____________ it 
____________ 22 [encourage] or _______________ *23 [support] free speech? Perhaps
some people’s opinions, philosophies, or goals ____________________ 24 [prove] 
dangerous to world peace or _______________ *25 [turn] groups of people into 
adversaries. What do you think ___________________________ *26 [happen]? 
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**2.I Below are notes about some aspects of modern life. In sentences 
with future meaning, make affirmative and negative statements, 
questions, and answers. You can use the given phrases with words
of your own, tell your real views, and make up interesting predictions.   

NOTES: For most notes, more than one kind of future verb phrase will be correct.  
In a few sentences, even a present verb form is possible, including BE ABOUT TO + VERB. 

*In a compound (doubled or tripled) verb phrase, use a form of BE or WILL only once.

Are you unsure about a prediction? Then use the word maybe or perhaps in your sentence. 
**Maybe . . . will + VERB = may + VERB.  Perhaps . . . be going to VERB = may be going to VERB. 

Maybe we’ll be working = We may be working. 

Will space satellites be perfecting weather forecasting                  

in the future? That will soon be a possibility, won’t it? 

How are satellites going to forecast the weather 

accurately? They aren’t going to control the weather too, 

are they? Maybe they are. There won’t be a giant 

mirror in orbit, will there? If there is, will it be 

directing sunlight to dark or cold portions of the 

Earth? Maybe it will. There might be specific areas of 

the earth set aside for agriculture—some regions will 

be wetter or cooler; others, more arid and warmer.          

EXAMPLES:  

27. FUTURE WEATHER FORECASTING & CONTROL

space satellites / not perfect weather forecasting /           
control climate and weather / suppress hurricanes              

and tornados / direct lightning / not be able to predict       
or eliminate earthquakes? 

biologists / improve agriculture? / not divide Earth           
into planned climatic regions? / grow more food 

a giant orbiting mirror / direct sunlight to dark portions     
of Earth / produce heat / prevent disasters? 

weather technicians / heat the upper atmosphere: air / 
rise / reduce or eliminate air pollution?  

governments / make rain and snow: the weather /
become a political issue? / cause conflicts?

****For one or more of the Topics 27-31, can you write down your 
ideas in organized paragraphs? The title of your paper can be the 
phrase over the box—”Future Weather Forecasting,” “Life on Other 
Planets,” etc. Do you readers agree with your predictions? Why or 
why not? Can they help you improve them? You can rewrite them . . .  

How will space satellites be able to 

suppress hurricanes or tornados?    

How are they ever going to eliminate 

earthquakes? I don’t think that will happen. 

Do you? Air pollution will still be a huge 

problem, won’t it? Will technicians heat     

the upper atmosphere? Then the smog 

will rise. The air on earth will be pure 

because we’ll be sending our garbage 

into space. How are we going to . . . . ? 
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Scenario: Life in the Future 

28. LIFE ON OTHER PLANETS & IN OTHER GALAXIES

space explorers / travel to other planets and galaxies / 
discover other life forms / not be able to communicate 

with them? 

extraterrestrial beings / send signals / arrive in flying 
saucers or space ships / land on Earth?  

otherworldly creatures / not look like humans? /               
not resemble science fiction characters? / have eyes, 
ears, mouths, gills? / be air breathers, amphibian? /          

be more skeletal or more muscular? 

features and characteristics / depend on the origin            
of the species, gravity of their planet: heads big 
because of huge brains? / no power to reason? 

 aliens / have different forms / be strong or weak? /          
be friendly or hostile? / be super intelligent? /              

help humans improve the Earth? / start wars? /
destroy the Earth? / change the future?

29. GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS IN THE FUTURE

satellites /  maintain a global communication network / 
satellite TV / not reach every area on Earth /

not eliminate human isolation? 

the worldwide web: advance knowledge or spread   
untruths and hate? / promote government control or 

decentralization? / increase censorship & surveillance or 
free speech? /  invade privacy? / violate copyright rights?  

/ escalate cyber crime? / advance or impede
the arts & sciences? 

most people: own or use computers, satellite dishes,           
huge-screen TVs, recorders, smart phones, pagers? /  

machines / eliminate books or newspapers? / not need 
postal services? /  replace human contact? /  public 

transportation no longer necessary?
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30. MEDICINE & GENETICS IN THE FUTURE
doctors / do virtual medical exams (online) / make use of 

body imaging / reduce need for surgery? 

medical science / invent miracle drugs / eliminate all 
deadly diseases? / transplant animal organs to humans / 

use gene-based medical therapy / not increase the human 
life span significantly  

scientists / continue their work in genetics / further 
research the genome / create new forms of life? / clone 

more animals / not clone human beings / alter genes and 
chromosomes / improve human health? / lengthen life? / 
genetically engineer the human body? / strive for radical 

life extension?  

couples / choose the sex and other features of their 
babies / use artificial insemination / create fetuses in 

artificial wombs / order children from laboratories? / not 
forget about marriage and family

ordinary people / not give up their cars / drive bigger,  
stronger vehicles / travel more and more miles 

cars / not run on gasoline /  read, follow programmed  
road sensors and routes / automatically avoid danger           

& accidents / have entertainment & office centers inside / 
eliminate traffic jams, road rage? / replaced by               

high-speed mass transit? Personal jet engines? 

food / grown in hydroponic tanks / produced from               
cheap natural plants / not require refrigeration /             
sterilized and irradiated / packed in individual               
climate-controlled containers / not have taste? 

clothing / be lightweight, climate controlled /
make wearer invisible? / have electronics sewn in /            
not contain sensors to monitor body functioning?

31. EVERYDAY LIFE IN THE FUTURE
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Scenario: Life in the Future 

*2-M  SUMMARY OF THE Scenario: Life in the Future.

Here are some photos and other images from
the first few decades of  the 21st century.  Choose one group of  them.         
For five to ten minutes, write your ideas about the images—and/or talk 
about them for a few minutes. Here are some questions to answer: 

 Do you think these things or situations will change in the 
future? Why or why not? If so, what changes seem likely? 

 When do you estimate these changes are going to happen? 
Why? 

In higher education, I think some things are going to stay the same, and other 

situations are going to change. for example, students will still take courses, buy the required 

textbooks, and study them for tests, won’t they? They’ll probably be learning more from the 

Internet and other media sources, but their focus will still be on grades, credits, and academic 

degrees. That’s because schools and educators aren’t about to change their focus, are they?  

1 

2 

3 

EXAMPLE: 
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4 

5 

6 

Do your readers or listeners agree with your ideas about the 
photos? Can they add more information or thoughts?      EXAMPLE:  

I agree that many students are paying tuition and getting degrees just for economic reasons—

already. I’m afraid that in the very near future, fewer and fewer people will value formal 

education for the sake of learning and truth. I don’t even think they’ll study textbooks. . . .     
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Scenario: Life in the Future 

**2-M  Here are some possibilities for future newspaper headlines. 
Which events are likely to occur? Make future-time sentences about 
them. Can you include an approximate future time expression or date? 
Which events are never going to happen? You can make negative 
statements about them. With your own vocabulary, tell your
reasons for these predictions. 

I don’t think the employee work week is ever going 

to decrease. There will never be anyone making                  

Ta good living in just three half days a week,                    

will there? The government is going to continue   

to support the productivity of big business,                       

so it won’t pass laws limiting working hours.                   

Aren’t there always going to be new “Necessities” 

to buy? Won’t prices always be rising? . . . .    

EXAMPLES:  

 . . . always want more and more,      

won’t they? In this century they’re 

going to choose to work longer and 

longer hours to make more money.       

And robots won’t be doing all the 

household chores, will they? 

Especially women are going to be       

so overworked, they’ll get sick. . . . 

1. Maximum Work Week is Three Half Days / Longer Hours Outlawed

2. Robots Do All Household Chores / Housework by Humans Obsolete

3. Computers & Satellite Dishes in 100% of Homes / No Human Isolation

4. Everyone Earns Living Wage / Poverty Eliminated from World

5. Assembly Line Abolished / All Human Work Requires High-Level Skills

6. Leisure Time Decreases / Humans Work 16-Hour Days

7. Last Movie Theater Closes / Films Distributed Directly to Homes

11. First Settlements Established on Moon / Is Mars Far Behind?

8. Weekend & Weekly Moon Flights at Bargain Prices

9. First Astronaut Flight to Mars Ends in Disaster

10. Radios, TVs, Sound Systems, Computers Outmoded: Last Factory Closes
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12. Visitors from another galaxy land in New York & Los Angeles

13. Earth’s Population reaches 10 Trillion: Whole Cities to Be Moved to Other Planets

14. U.S. & Other Postal Services Go Out of Business

15. No More Tornados, Hurricanes, or Earthquakes! Science Controls the Weather

16. Average Life Span Reaches 140 / You Can Stay Young Forever

17. World Government Outlaws Nuclear Family Living

18. Over 50% of Babies Now Developed & Born in Laboratories

19. Scientists Make Fuel from Water / Cost Drops to Nothing

20. Technology Produces 0-Calorie Foods / Obesity Problem Solved

***Now make up your own future headlines. Read them aloud.
Explain them. When do you expect these events to occur?          
Tell the approximate dates. Tell the reasons for your predictions.
What do your listeners think of your creative ideas? 

****For one or more of the Headlines 1-23 or an imagined headline of 
your own, can you write down your ideas in organized paragraph form? 
The title of your paper can be the date and the headline. Put details   
of your predictions and tell reasons for them. Do you listeners or 
readers agree with your predictions? Why or why not? Can they help 
you improve your paper? You can rewrite it one or more times. 

21. Weather Technicians Turn Deserts into Gardens / No More Starvation

22. Earth attacked by Anterian Galaxy! Star Wars Begin!

23. Earth Destroyed / No One Left to Write Headlines




